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ABSTRACT 
For best polynomial approximation, we prove that every Hardy space HP, p # 2, for the unit disk is 
quite different from the Hardy space Hz, in the sense that for most functions f (with respect to cat- 
egory) the polynomials of best HP approximation to f need not interpolate f and do not converge 
faster to f inside the unit disk than the HP-norm error. These properties also hold for ‘most’ entire 
functions ,f as well as for ‘most’ functions f having Maclaurin series with real coefficients. Also, in 
the Appendix, we give a detailed proof of the little known fact of uniqueness of best H’ polynomial 
approximants. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let A denote the algebra of functions f analytic in the open unit disk D := 
{z:lzl<l} d an continuous on D = {z : IzI 5 l}. If D, is the set of polynomials 
in z of degree at most n, then we set 
&p(f) := e'F"f; Ilf - Qll, = Ilf - Qn,df,. IlIp, n 
which is the error in the best HP approximation off out of II,,, where 
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Ilfll, = { & s lf(lP14}1’p; 
/z/ = 1 Ilf II, = ,S$Pi If(Z 
is the norm in Hardy space HP. It is well known that the polynomial of best Hz 
approximation Qn, 2 (f, z) to f(z) is just the n-th partial sum of its Maclaurin ex- 
pansion and, for any f E H 2, 
(1.1) If(z) - Qn,z(fiz,l 
E&2(f) 
o < y < 1 
Furthermore, &(f, z) interpolates f in the point z = 0 (considered of multi- 
plicity n + 1). 
It is natural to ask if the best H* (1 < p 5 co) polynomial approximants have 
similar properties. Surprisingly, we shall show that p = 2 is the only value for 
which the error f (z) - Qn,,(f, ) z a some point z E D is guaranteed to converge t 
faster than En,p(f) f or all f E A. The case p = cc was considered in [ST], where 
it is proved that for almost all functions f E A (in the sense of categories) 
(1.2) limsup min If(z) - Qn,m(f,z)I = 1, 
n-C% Izlll E n, 00 
i.e. the error function f(z) - Q,,+( f, z) tends to zero at the same rate as 
E,,,(f) and, moreover, there exists a sequence of integers {nk} such that 
f(z) - Qnk,M(f>z) h as no zeros in 0. A comparison of (1.1) and (1.2) shows that 
there is a huge difference between H2 and H”. The purpose of this paper is to 
show that a similar distinction exists between H2 and HP (p # 2) in the sense 
that for any p # 2, an equality similar to (1.2) holds for almost all functions. The 
only result in this direction up to now is given in [IS], where the authors prove 
that (1.1) fails for any p # 2 and, in particular, there exists a function hp E A with 
limsup]h,(O) - Qn,p(hp,O)I1’n = 1. 
n+!x 
The essential ingredient in the proof of our main results is the following propo- 
sition, which will be established in Section 3. 
Proposition 1.1. For any p # 2, 1 < p < co, there exists a function f, E A whose 
best constant approximant cP in the HP norm is not in fP(D). 
(Of course, when p = 2, the constant of best H 2 approximation to f E A is 
simply f @).I 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the statements of the 
main results; their proofs are given in Section 3. In the Appendix we provide a 
detailed proof of the uniqueness of best H’ polynomial approximants. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
For f E A we let Qn(f) = Qn,p(f, z) E II,, denote the polynomial of best HP 
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approximation to f. For 1 < p < oc, the best approximant Qn,P is unique and is 
characterized by the following property: 
(2.1) s IU” - Qn,p)(z)I’-* W(f - QwJ(z)~n(z)l~zl = 0 
;i1 = I 
for all P, E II,. These facts are well known for 1 < p < x (see, for example, [S, 
Chapter 41). However, for p = 1, the authors could not find a convenient ref- 
erence; the proof of uniqueness due to Havinson [H, Theorem 121 (available only 
in Russian) is formulated in an abstract setting which requires some effort to 
verify for H’. Thus we provide a complete and self-contained proof for p = 1 in 
the Appendix. 
We shall investigate the normalized error 
(24 B (f z) :;.f(z) - Qn.,U'>z, PI.,, 7 
KLAf) ’ 
where we set I&(f‘,z) = 0 in case f E II,,. Our main theorem asserts that, in 
general, {&.P(.f, z)}~=~ d oes not tend to zero at any point of the closed unit disk. 
Theorem 2.1. For any p # 2, 1 5 p < co, there exists a constant rp > 0 with the 
,following two properties: 
(9 
limsup min If(z) - Q~,P(~~z)' < ‘T 
,i-7% t-15* 
En,&f) - P, V.f t A. 
(ii) The set S,, of,functions from A for which strict inequality holds in (i) is of the 
jirst category in A with respect to the un$orm norm. 
From Theorem 2.1 we immediately get the following. 
Corollary 2.2. For any p # 2, 1 5 p < CC, there exist a jimction f E A and a suh- 
sequence {nk} of the natural numbers such that f (z) - Q,,,,,,(,f, z) does not have 
zeros in D and, moreover, 
lim min IBn,,p(frz)/ > 0. 
k+x /:I<1 
We remark that Theorem 2.1 cannot be extended to the whole disk algebra A. 
This is easily seen from the next example. 
Example 2.3. The function 
,f *(z) := kc0 akz(2k+‘)!!, 
whereC la~I<~and(2k+1)!!=(2k~1)(2k-l)...l,hasthepartialsums 
of the defining series as its best polynomial approximants for any p, 1 < p < x 
(cf. [A] and [B]). 
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Since the set of functions analytic on the closed unit disk D is of the first ca- 
tegory in A, it follows from Theorem 2.1, that there exists a function f E A that 
has a singularity on the unit circle and satisfies 
But the last inequality is not due to the existence of a singularity. It turns out that 
there exists an entire function for which (2.3) holds (see Lemma 3.9). Actually, 
(2.3) holds for almost all entire functions. Let us denote by E the metric space 
consisting of all entire functions equipped with the metric of locally uniform 
convergence 
d(f,g) := 5 2-n Ilf - gllco,n 
?I=1 Ilf - dqn + 1’ 
where Ilfll,,, := sup{lf(z)l : IzI < n}. Then & is a complete metric space for 
which we shall prove the following result. 
Theorem 2.4. For any p # 2, 1 < p < m, there exists a constant crb > 0 with the 
following two properties: 
(9 lim sup min If (‘) - Qn’p(f “)I < up, n+m I451 J%P(f 1 
Vf E &. 
(ii) Th e se o t ff t’ f unc ions rom &for which strict inequality holds in (i) is of thefirst 
category in E. 
Another important set of functions which is of the first category in A is dR, 
which consists of those functions from A with all real coefficients in their Mac- 
laurin series. dR is a complete space (with the uniform norm) and the following 
theorem holds. 
Theorem 2.5. For any p # 2, 1 I p < 00, there exists a constant K,, > 0 with the 
following two properties: 
(9 limsup min I’(‘) - Qn’p(f’Z)’ < 5, 
fl+cc lb/<1 En,*(f 1 
‘df E AR. 
(ii) Th e se o t ff t’ f unc ions rom AR for which strict inequality holds in (i) is of theJirst 
category in AR. 
Theorem 2.5 asserts that for almost all functions with real coefficients (2.3) 
holds. 
From the definitions of the numbers rp, ap and 5 it is clear that ap < rp and 
‘up 5 rp, but we do not know if equality holds. The precise determination of these 
constants is an interesting open problem. It can be shown, for example, that for 
p = 1 we have 71 < 1; more precisely, 
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-LT, 5;. 
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3. PROOFS 
The key step in our proofs is the construction of a function fp E A satisfying 
Proposition 1.1. This construction turns out to be quite simple when 1 5 p < 2 
(one can take fb(z) = eaz for a suitable constant a). However, the case p > 2 re- 
quires substantially more effort. For this purpose we make use of the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 < s < 00, s # 1, ~(0) an increasing continuous function in 
[0,7r/4] with p(O) = 0, ~(7r/4) = 1 and let 
T’4 
G,JX) := &+cosx s coshXsp(B) 
0 coshXs - 
Then G,(X,) = 0 for some A, > 0. 
Proof. Note that G,(O) = 7r/2 > 0, and G,(X) is a continuous real-valued func- 
tion. Therefore, the lemma will be proved if we find X so that G,(X) < 0. Let 
cash CM 
g(s) := ~ 
cash /?s ’ 
O<a<@. 
Then, for s > 0, 
g’(s) = - 
a sinh(/3 - Q)S + (p - CI) cash QS sinh /IS < o, 
cosh2 ,Bs 
Therefore, 
(3.1) g( 1 d s is ecreasing in [0, cc) (0 < Q < /I). 
Obviously 
(34 
,-(0-u) < co& Q 
EZp < 2e- 
Wa) for 0 < Q < p, 
and 
(3.3) IAl > 0, whereA:={HE (0,;) :iii~(S)ii} 
Let us first consider the case 0 5 s < 1. Using (3.1) with X > 0, (I! = All(Q), and 
/3 = A, (3.2) and (3.3) we get 
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Is(X) := J 
?fi4 coshXsp(B) coshXp(B) de 
0 coshXs - cash X 
2,s 
cash Asp(B) 
coshXs - 
cash Ap(e) de 
cash X 
(3.4) IS(X) > k lA[e-3X”/4 for X > E (SC 1) 
and so if k is a sufficiently large integer we have 
G,((2k + I)~) < re-(2k+‘)a _; ple-W+W/4 
_ ; pleU < 0, 
which proves the lemma in the case s < 1. For s > 1, using (3.4) with l/s instead 
of s we have: 
(3.5) IS(X) = -Ii,, < -k IAle-3X/4 for X > s, s>l 
and, if k is a sufficiently large integer, 
G,(27rk) < ne-2Tk -l IAle-3”k/2 < 0, 
which completes the proof. q 
We now give a proof of Proposition 1 .l. 
Lemma 3.2. For every p 2 1, p # 2, there exists an F E A satisfying 
(i) inf{lF(z)I : IzI 5 I} > 0; 
(ii) Eo,#‘) = llFllp. 
Proof. Let 
4~~) := i d d,, where a := d d&l 
and ISA(Z) := exp{X$(z)}. W e remark that w = 4(z) maps D conformally onto 
the square {w : IRe WI < 1, IIm WI < 1) in the w-plane. Obviously, FX E A and 
satisfies (i). We will prove that if X = A,_ 1 is the number from Lemma 3.1, then 
FX also satisfies (ii). 
Clearly, for 4(z) we have 
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(3.6) 4(k) = i~$(z) and q+(F) = d(z) for ]z( I 1. 
and 
where ~(0) is an odd, real-valued, continuous increasing function in [-n/4,7r/4], 
and ~(7r/4) = 1. 
Let 
ti(X,p) := & J ]FA(z)IP-*Fx(z)]dz]. 
121 = 1 
Using (3.6) and (3.7) we get 
= kc0 & _T4 lexp{ikX~(eie)}~P~2exp{ikX~(e’H)} 
= k$o & p* (lexp{ikX~(eiB)}Ip-* exp{PXqS(e’“)} 
+ (exp{ikXq5(e’B)}]P-2 exp{ikXq+(e’@)})dQ 
= 1 7” ex(PP ‘1 cos(X,~(@)& + i r eix cosh(X(p - l)p(B))dB 
“0 .Jr 0 
+; 4’ ,-X(P- 1) cos(Xp(0))d0+; T eP”cosh(X(p- l)ll(@))dG 
= f cosh(X(p - 1)) 7 cos(X,u(Q)d6 
0 
2 cos x s/4 
+- 
?r J 
cosh(A(p - l)p(Q))de. 
0 
In the special case p = 2, we have from (3.8) 
(3.9) $(A, 2) = ; cash(X) 4” 
0 
cos(Xp(Q))d0 + a cos X ,,, cosh(Xp(0))dQ. 
0 
On the other hand, 
(3.10) $(X,2) =& J FA(z)ldzl = Fx(0) = 1. 
121 = 1 
So from (3.9) and (3.10) it follows that 
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; 41 cos(Xp(e))de = --& - ; $7 
0 
and substituting the last expression into (3.8) we get 
1D(X,R) =; coshOr(R - 1)) 
cosh(Xp(@)& 
= 1 cosh(X(p - l))GP_,(X). 
Now, from Lemma 3.1, we have Q(X,- 1, p) = 0, and so from (2.1) we deduce that 
0 is the constant of best HP approximation to FJ,, _, . 0 
Remark 3.3. From the construction above it is clear that Fx(Z) = Fx(z), and 
therefore the coefficients in the Maclaurin expansion of FA(z) are all real. 
Lemma 3.4. For every p 2 1, p # 2, there exists a polynomial Rp(z) with the 
properties: 
(i) min{lRp(z)I : IzI 5 1) > 0; 
(ii) Eo,~(R~) = ll~pllp = 1. 
Proof. Let F = FxP_, be the function from Lemma 3.2, and set A4 := inf{lF(z)I : 
IzI 6. l}. We know that A4 > 0. Let SN(Z) E I7,v be the polynomial of best uni- 
form approximation to F(z) on D, and dN the constant of best HP approximation 
to SN(Z) so that Eo,~(SN) = IIS, - dNllp. 
For N sufficiently large, IIS, - Fll, < M/4 and therefore 
(3.11) min{~SN(z)I:~zl<l}>~>O forN>No. 
On the other hand, we have 
IIFII, 5 IIF - 411p I IIF - Xvllp + IlSv - 4vllp 5 IIF - Gllp + llWlp 
5 IlFllp + w - Wlp 5 11~11, + w - she 
Therefore limN,, IIF - dNllp = llFllp and the uniqueness of the polynomial of 
best approximation implies lirn,v + o5 dN = 0. Consequently 
(3.12) IdNl < T for N 2 Nr. 
Now, from (3.11) and (3.12) it is clear that 
SN(Z) - & 
‘dz) := IIs, _ dNllp ’ 
where N 2 max{IVs, Nt}, satisfies (i) and (ii). q 
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Remark 3.5. Since F(z) has real coefficients in its Maclaurin expansion (see Re- 
mark 3.3), the same is true of the polynomial RP. 
Lemma 3.6. Let g,,(z) := g(z”+’ ), where g E A is an arbitrary function. Then, for 
anyp 2 1, 
Qn.pkn) = Qo,,k)- 
Proof. The lemma is essentially proved in [IS, Corollary 2.21 where it is shown 
that 
GJJ(gJ = Eo,p(g). 
Since l/g, - clip = /jg - c]lP for any constant c, we get 
llgn - Qo,,kllp = Eo.pk) = C&n), 
and this completes the proof, since the polynomial of best approximation is 
unique. 0 
Lemma 3.7. For every p > 1, p # 2, there exists a function @ E A satisfying 
(3.13) limsup min I@(z) - Qn(@,z,l > O 
nm+cx lzlS1 %m ’ 
where Q,,(@, . ) = Q,,P(@, . ) E Ill,, is the polynomial of best HP approximation to 
@. (&p(@) = II@ - Qnll,, 
Proof. Let R = RP be the polynomial from Lemma 3.4 and let 
s := deg R, rq := (2s)j - 1, and A := inf{lR(z)I : IzI 5 l}. 
For any integer n we set R,(z) := R(z”+ ‘) and 
(3.14) Qn(z) := E &R,,(z), 0 < CL < 1. 
.I =s 
We shall prove that if a is sufficiently small, then (3.13) holds for Q(z) = Qcl(z). 
The series in (3.14) converges uniformly on D if 0 < Q < 1, and therefore 
@(> E A. Moreover, ]lQN - RII, + 0, as ck + 0, which implies that 
(3.15) Zln~>O:Il@,-Rll~<$ forO<a<ao 
and 
(3.16) 3~~ >O:lQo(@,)l<$ forO<a<ai. 
Now, let Q(z) = Gn(z), where 0 < a < min{as,al, 1). From (3.15). (3.16), and 
the definition of the constant A, we have 
(3.17) I@(z) - Qo(@)l >; A V’lzl 5 1. 
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Furthermore, 
/ k-l 
Q(z) - Qn, (@, z) = C cxjRn,(z) + 5 cdR,,(z) 
j=O j=k 
(3.18) < - Q+(;g; a'R,,+ fJ a'R,j,z 
j=k 
\ 
= 5 ai&, (z) - Qn, ( jgk ai&, , z] , 
j=k 
since deg(CTli dR,,) = .+'tk_, + 1) < nk. Also, 
5 a%, (z) = ok jco o’&,+,(z) 
j=k 
= ak E (~jR,,(z"~+~) 
j=O 
= ak@(z”k+‘). 
Substituting the last expression into (3.18) and using Lemma 3.6 we get 
(3.19) 
Q(z) - a,(@,~) = Q~(@(z~~+‘) - Qn,(@(Cnk+l),~)) 
= ak(@(znk+*) - Qo(@)). 
Finally, from (3.17) and (3.19) it follows that 
lim sup min In - Qn(~, Z) I> lirn sup min I’(Z) - Q~, (~, Z) I
n--103 IHSl En,~(@) - k-m IZiil End@) 
42 
2 I&(@) > O. n 
Remark 3.8. From (3.14) and Remark 3.5 it is clear that the coefficients in the 
Maclaurin expansion of Cp are real. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in [ST]. Let 
rP := sup lim sup min If(z) - Qn(f,z,l 
It follows from Lemma 3.7 that rP > 0 and obviously (i) holds. 
To prove (ii), we put 
s;,:,, := f E d : min If(Z) - Qn(f, Z)I 
IZI 5 1 En,p(f) 3(-$-N} 
Then S, = U,“= i lJg= i SL,,. It is easy to verify that the Si,, are closed (with 
respect to the uniform norm) subsets of A. 
If S, is not of the first category, then for some m and N the set Si,, is not 
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nowhere dense in A. Therefore, there is an f; E A and 6 > 0 such that the h- 
neighborhood of fo in A is contained in Si *. Let Pa be a polynomial satisfying 
/ifb -- Poll, < S/2 and let A4 := max{N:degPo}. For an arbitrary ,f E A 
(.I’ $ O), letf’*(z) := PO(Z) + sf’(z)/(2lIfl/,).Then 
lif* -f0ll, ‘: IV0 -f0ll, +g < 6; 
hencef” E Sg,, c Sk,n,, i.e., 
(3.20) $3 
If*(z) - Qn(f*jz)l < 7 
~%p(.f “1 
__ p vn > M, 
On the other hand, for n > A4 > deg PO we have 
Qn(f*) = PO +; $$ 
cc 
that is, 
l.f(z;- $z’l = If*(z) - Qn(f*,z)l 
“>P En.p(f ‘1 
Thus, from (3.20) and the arbitrariness off E A, we get A C SL,,, i.e., 
which contradicts the definition of rp, and this proves the theorem. q 
Lemma 3.9. For any p # 2! 1 5 p < 00. there exists an entire ftlnctionf‘kth 
(3.21) lirn sup min If(Z) - Qn,p’.f’,=‘I > 0, 
n-x I;/(1 En.,(f 1 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.7, so we merely sketch it. Let 
.&(I) I= jco Ej R,,(Z) = fJ Ck’(,j+ l)ps(n” ‘II?,,(Z) (0 < 0 < I), 
j=O 
where n, and R,, are as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. Since deg(R,,) = s(n, -C 1). 
the series above converges uniformly on any compact subset of C. i.e., ./i?(z) is an 
entire function. Furthermore. 
Since c,“=, (Ek+ j/Ek) < a/(1 - a), the continuity of the operator of best ap- 
proximation for (r sufficiently small then yields (3.21). q 
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. From Lemma 3.9 we have 
OP := sup limsup min I’(‘); e;tqc”‘)’ > 0. 
fc& n+oo l~lll ?P 
Since the convergence with respect to the metric on & implies uniform con- 
vergence on 0, the proof of Theorem 2.1 works here. We only need to show that, 
for given fs E & and 6 > 0, there exists a polynomial PO with d(fo, PO) < S/2. 
But, 
d(fo,Po) I 6 2-” IV0 - mx3,n 
fl=l llfo - M,,, + 1+ .:;+, 2-” 
_< llfo - ~Oll,,J 
llf(! - Poll,,J + 1 (l - 2-J) +2-J 
I llfo - ~Oll,,J + z-J, 
and so we can first choose J large enough and then select a polynomial PO that is 
a sufficiently good approximation to fs on {z : (zl 5 J}. Finally, for f E E 
(f $ 0), we set f* = PO + Sf/(2]lfll,,K) with K sufficiently large and proceed 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. We just need to replace rP in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
with K~, where 
(It follows from Lemma 3.7 and Remark 3.8 that ~~ > 0.) •I 
APPENDIX 
In this section we present a detailed and self-contained proof of the uniqueness 
of best H’ polynomial approximants, a fact that also follows from a general 
uniqueness theorem due to Havinson [H, Theorem 121. 
Theorem A.l. For any function w E H’\Il,, there exists a boundedfunction Q on 
1,~ = 1 with the following properties: 
(9 JzIzl cp(z)+)ldzl = 0, 4 E 17,; 
(ii) llw - cp* II 1 = En. 1 (w) w a(z) = sgn(w(z) - p*(z)) a.e. on 1.~1 = 1. 
Proof. Let w E H’\Il,, be an arbitrary function and set 
(A.l) d := E,,l(w). 
Then d > 0 and hence there exists a bounded linear functional F on H’ such that 
(A.2) F(w) = d, 
(A.31 F(cp) = 0, Q'cp E nn, 
(A.4) llF\l = 1. 
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Let Q(Z) be the function with the property 
(A.5) F(p) =& J p(z)+)(dz( VP E H’. 
Then 
121 = 1 
(A.61 IlFll = IIQII, = 1, 
where now \/QI[~ is the essential supremum taken on Iz( = 1. It follows from 
(A.3) and (A.5) that for this choice of o(z), condition (i) holds. 
To establish (ii), first let ‘p* be a polynomial in II, of best H’ approximation to 
w (i.e., the left-hand equality in (ii) holds). Then (A.l), (A.2) (A.3) (A.5) and 
(A.6) yield 
d = F(w) = F(w - cp*) = & J (W(Z) - p*(z))a(z)ldzl 
121 = I
i & J- b-4) - cp*(z)ll44 I& 
lzI= 1 
I ll~ll, & J ILJ(Z) - ‘p*(z)Ildzl = d. 
I?( = I 
Therefore, equality holds throughout and we have 
(A.7) /a(z)I = IIcu(z)ll, = 1 a.e. on IzI = 1, 
and 
(A.8) Q(z)(w(z) - p*(z)) = Iw(z) - cp*(z)l a.e. on IzI = 1, 
since w - cp* E H’ is different from zero a.e. on (zl = 1. From (A.8) we get 
o(z) = -(w(z) - p*(z)) a.e. on (zl = 1, 
and so the right-hand equality in (ii) holds. 
Conversely let ‘p* E II,, be such that o(z) = -(w(z) - p*(z)) a.e. on IzI = 1. 
Then with (A.l), (A.3), and (A.5) we have 
-%I(w) = d = F(w) = F(w - V-J*) = & / ,I, (w(z) - ‘p*(z))cy(z)ldzI 
i 
=I’,-, ,I, lw(z) -cp*(z)lldzl = lb---*ll~, 
z 
i.e., cp* is a polynomial of best approximation. q 
Theorem A.2. For any function w E H' , the polynomial of best H’ approximation 
to w out oJ’II, is unique. 
Proof. Let w E H’\Il” and suppose that cp1 and +92 E II,, (cpt $ cpz) are poly- 
nomials of best approximation to w, i.e., 
-%1(w) = IIW- Pill, = IIW- ‘p211,. 
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Let 
P’(Z) := Pi(Z) - $92(z) 
and 
2 := {z : /zJ = 1,9*(z) = 0); 
and let a(z) be the function defined in Theorem A.1. Then 
(A.9) CX(Z)(W(Z) - pi(z)) = [U(Z) - pi(z)1 a.e. on 1~1 = 1, (i = 1,2) 
and 
(A.lO) lo(z)1 = 1 a.e. on IzJ = 1. 
Hence 
+)4(z) = l4z) - (~2(z)I - I-4) - w(z)1 a.e., 
which means that Q(Z) cp* ( ) z is real-valued almost everywhere on IzJ = 1 and with 
(A.lO) we get 
(A.ll) o(z)(p*(z) = *lp*(z)I a.e. on /zI = 1. 
Now, (A.9) and (A.1 1) imply that 
and hence (U(Z) - cpi(z))/cp*( z IS real-valued almost everywhere on IzI = 1. ) . 
Let us consider the function 
T(z) := W(Z) - CPI (z) 
cp* (z)
T(z) is meromorphic in the unit disk D with a finite number of poles and is real- 
valued almost everywhere on the unit circle {z : IzI = 1). Since w E H’, cpl, I,O* E 
Iln, the function T(z) can be represented by its Cauchy integral along any closed 
curve in D that is free of zeros of ‘p* and encloses a domain free of zeros of cp*. 
Hence, by the reflection principle, T(z) has an analytic extension through any 
open arc that is free of the zeros of the denominator. In particular, T(z) is con- 
tinuous on {z : Iz/ = l}\Z and, therefore, W(Z) is continuous on {z : IzI 5 l}\Z. 
Without loss of generality we suppose that w(z) - cpi (z) # 0 on (z : IzI = 1 }\Z. 
If this is not the case, we can replace (pi with $1 = Thai + (1 - t)p2, 0 < t < 1. 
Indeed, from (A.9) and (A.lO) and the continuity of w(z) we get 
14) - 41 (z)I 
= @d(z) - cp~(z)l + (1 - t)lw(z) - (p2(z)I # 0 on {z : IzI = l}\Z. 
Also, 41 - (~2 = t(cpi - (~2) = tcp*, so that the zero set of 41 - ‘p2 is again Z. 
Furthermore, without loss of generality we can suppose that 
o(z) = sgn(w(z) - Pi(Z)). 
Then o(z) is continuous on {z : IzI = l}\Z. But I$(z)l/cp*(z) is also continuous 
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on {z : Izj = l}\Z. Therefore, the change of the sign in (A.12) is possible only at 
the zeros of cp‘. 
Let (~1. ~2,. . . , a,} c Z be the points at which the sign in (A.12) changes. It is 
clear that Y 5 n and Y is even, say r = 2~. Define 6 by 
P ih ,_-- - .- 0.1 N2 . o!r, 
and let 
R(z) := ae ~~~‘2[Z~(Z-~,)...(Z-~,~)(Z-~,)k~~’...(Z-~~,)k~~~‘]. 
where 
t/Y”*(z) = a(z - p,). . (z - &)(z - ck,p ” (z ~ a,)? 
Then R(z) is a polynomial of degree at most n and 
where 
= *Iv*(z)1 (z - aI). . (z - Cl,) 
= *kf*(z)I4z)~ 
e-ihPZP 
+) := (z - a,) . . . (z - 0,). 
It is easy to see that U(Z) = U(Z) for ]zl = 1. Therefore, U(Z) is real-valued on the 
unit circle, and obviously it changes its sign at the points oi, (~2, . , a,. There- 
fore, a(z) R(z) is real-valued and does not change its sign on {z : Izl = l}. Hence 
s Q!(z) Wz)Pzl # 0; 
izi = I 
which contradicts Theorem A.l. 0 
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